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t
here are countless examples of businesses 
and not-for-profit organisations using 
technology and design to address social 

welfare concerns. Research and innovation has 
created better online access to education, health 
and financial resources, and more essential 
physical needs like clean water, housing and 
transportation, giving many people opportunities 
they otherwise wouldn’t have.

Designing for social impact, however, doesn’t 
always have to be an altruistic exercise or take shape 
as a massive-scale initiative. Considering social 
impact can be as simple as designing with inclusivity 
in mind, where awareness of edge-case user groups 
help create a product that’s better for everyone. By 
contrast, designing a product to maximise ROI by 
doubling-down on your largest user-groups may 
exclude edge-case users and create social impact 
only for those with access. But it’s those overlooked 
users who ultimately help make a more innovative 
and impactful product, and who help designers and 
technologists mitigate unforeseen risk or cost.

How do creatives ensure that the things they 
build and ship don’t ultimately come with a greater 
negative social impact than a beneficial one? At 
what cost to some social good platforms (or any new 
technology, for that matter) come?

Whether designed for a user group or discovered 
by happenstance and released to a universal 
audience, technology will always come with 
consequences both intended and unintended. A 
function of design is to mitigate the unintended – 
and at times negative – consequences of technology. 
Media theorist Niel Postman introduced the idea of 
technological determinism, where new technology 
“plays out its hand,” leaving users at the mercy of 
whatever form it takes. Social media is an example of 
where technology takes over and impacts the people 
it was designed for. 

Built to connect people across the globe, social 
media has given us a new way to interact with each 
other. It’s not only helped people find like-minded 
peers, but has also changed conversations around 
things like sexual orientation, gender identification, 
race and religion. It’s even democratised the ability to 
grow small businesses through crowdfunding, social 
media marketing and product development. 

However, tensions and the distillation of hate 
have increased alongside all of this progress, which 
is one of the most critical problems for designers 
and technologists to consider while trying to change 
narratives for good and truly make a positive impact 
for those whom they design and build. Is this a 
case where technology has created a medium for a 
darker, human nature to thrive? Or is social media 

negatively influencing people and their mental health 
because of its socially engineered design? 

As it’s studied further, it’s very likely that social 
media – namely Facebook and Instagram – will be 
linked to recent spikes in a growing mental health 
crisis, especially in North America. But considering 
the social good that might come out of social 
platforms might change a darkening tide.

Several years ago Ben Johansson, an entrepreneur 
based in Austin, approached us with a hope to 
address and begin fixing the growing problem of 
sexual assault on college campuses. We partnered 
with Ben to develop a platform that could help, and 
after conducting extensive research with students, 
designing and developing solutions for things like 
increasing battery life (knowing most students’ phones 
are used frequently, and rarely have full-charge at the 
end of the day), we helped co-create bthere: a social 
platform designed to address the issue of campus 
safety and built to help friends “be there” for each 
other in a way social media 
traditionally doesn’t support, via 
real-life interaction. 

As an embodiment of the 
brand-values and vision Ben 
created, bthere has been a 
successful, engaging and fun-
to-use platform that’s already 
making an impact on campuses 
nationwide. Bthere has sparked 
conversations about what it 
means to really be there for one 
another and has empowered 
communities to take action 
against assault. Its ultimate 
success should always be considered beyond the 
standard engagement data-points those in my field 
typically restrict conversations around “success” to. 
After all, it’s impossible to affix a value to the life of a 
student who’s supported by a close network of friends.

When we reduce people to data points, we create 
enough potential for technology to impact users in 
ways we perhaps can’t predict or manage. Perhaps 
the best way to ensure we’re designing and building 
with the best of intentions is to focus on the real-
life people who we’re impacting. While pitfalls are 
certain, innovation through technology is the single 
most powerful tool we have for impacting the most 
people possible and truly improving the world we live 
in. Holistic, human-centred design, in all its shapes 
and forms, and an empathetic connection to real-life 
people guide that process best. 

 M at t  D e M a r t i n o   

What holistic design projects have you been a part of? 
Tweet us at @ComputerArts using #Design Matters.

“Considering social impact 
can be as simple as designing 
with inclusivity in mind, 
where awareness of edge-
case user groups help  
create a product that’s  
better for everyone”
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